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"Diane de Poitiers"

Painting on wooden panel
1961.9.13 (1370) Samuel H.
Dimensions:

Kress Collection

H. 92.3 cm (36 5/16")
W. 81.2 cm (32")

Th. with cradle 2.3 cm (7/8")
Th. without cradle 0.4 cm (1/4")

Distinguishing Marks and Labels:
Paintings catalogue.

Inscription as noted in NGA European

Labels attached to the cradle members:

° "Exhibition of

Old M[asters]/ Grafton Galleries, 1911, No. 89/ Portrtait of Diane de
Poitiers/ Lent by Sir Francis Cook [illegible]"

° a label giving the owner
as Sir Francis Cook and the same title and dated 20/3/47
0 new NGA label
SUMMARY

The painting is on an oak (est.) panel made from four lengths of wood
with a vertical woodgrain.

It has been cradled.

The ground is a white, chalk-type layer.

The oil (est.) paint was

applied in many layers, using a range of opaque paints to multiple glaze
layers and a range of textures from very smooth fleshtones to impasted
highlights on the curtain fringes.

The paint film is very thin except along

contour edges, where it has been built up with multiple paint layers.
The only true underdrawing is seen in the mantelpiece which was done
with pencil-like drawing (with magnification it appears to be black paint).
However, infrared reflectography also reveals large flat black areas that
were done with a liquid media "wash. "

Compositional changes are apparent

with normal light (pentimenti), raking light and infrared reflectography.
There are changes in the left outline of "Diane", the baby's swaddling, the
wet nurse's left hand and hat, the shape of the mirror and the botanical
sprigs.

The painting has several layers of both natural and synthetic resin
varnishes.

According to the Condition and Restoration Record in the

Kress/NGA files, the painting was cleaned by Mario Modestini in 1955.
CONSTRUCTION

The painting is on an oak panel, based on visual analysis by Michael
Palmer, NGA Scientific Research Dept.

The large squarish panel is made of

four lengths of wood with a vertical woodgrain (see attached diagram).
The panel has been cradled.

The cradle consists of seven horizontal

movable members and eleven vertical fixed members.

The vertical members vary

in width from 2.4 - 4.5 cm, but it is not necessarily the wider ones which
span the joins.

A veneer between the cradle and the panel itself does not
The back of the panel has not been coated, and is

appear to be present.

slightly rough to the touch.
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The panel has a white, chalk-type ground.
edges of the panel.

There is no barb along the

The paint film is in an oil (est.) medium.

It was

applied in many layers, using a range of opaque paints to multiple glaze
layers.

There is a great range of subtle surface textures.

are very smooth and blended.

The fleshtones

The curtain has been painted in several layers:

the white underpainting has a lively brushwork, while the layers of red
glazes above are smooth.

The curtain fringe's texture is impasted.

Compositional changes are visible with normal light (pentimenti),
raking light and infrared reflectography.

The pentimenti include:

° nurse's headdress which is painted on top of the window sill
° changes in the botanical sprigs

Changes in the figures' contours are apparent with a raking light. This is
because the contour lines have been built up with multiple, reinforcing
Traction
layers of paint, whereas, elsewhere the paint film is very thin.

crackle has formed along some of these boundary lines, but should not be
mistaken for inscribed lines because it has formed a broken (not a
continuous) line:

° outline of baby's swaddling and the wet nurse's left hand were
repositioned

° the nurse's hat was once larger

° the square mirror was originally circular, and made of concentric
circles (see also memo of February 4, 1963 to Fern Shapley). The
center compass prick is visible under magnification.

Other compositional changes are evident with normal light, but infrared
One is
reflectography emphasizes the two types of "underdrawing" media.
dry, pencil-like underdrawing (with magnification it looks like paint):

a

° the mantelpiece

° two sets of eyes for the woman with the pitcher (originally, her face
was slightly higher)

The other consists of flat black areas which appear to be washes of a liquid
media:

° wide area through the curtain, along Diane's left arm and shoulder
(also visible with raking light);

perhaps the curtain did not fall

over her arm, but fell behind her
° both of Diane's wrists were narrower

° changes in the pitcher and the maid's left arm and red drapery
° repositioning of the black bands on the baby's swaddling
Also, a brushed outline for the cherries is easier to see with infrared
reflectography.

The painting viewed under ultraviolet light reveals a milky, bluishgreen fluorescence.

There are at least two layers of varnish: a more

greenish fluorescence beneath a more bluish fluorescing layer.
Very soft
gradations and strokes indicate a brush-applied varnish.
During the 1955

treatment, Modestini applied several layers of synthetic resin varnishes.
CONDITION

Overall, the panel is extrememly flat and very thin.
tight, but not perfectly in plane:

The joins are

the second board from the right is

slightly washboarded.
The paint and ground adhesion appears sound, although
there is evidence of old cleavage in the boy's green sleeve.
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The painting's visual condition is satisfactory.

The bluish-green

paint is abraded, as seen in the foliage and the nurse's drapery. There are
at least two layers of retouching.

One was done with a soft, 1/4-inch brush,

while the more recent retouching was done with a smaller brush.
There are a
retouching along the joins and checks in the panel.
of reinforcements in the curtain above the nurse.

There is
small number

As noted in a memo of 9-

20-76, the "F" in the FR. inscription has been reinforced.

There are several

scratches in lower left quadrant (through nurse's breast and baby's swaddling
clothes).

These are restricted to the varnish layer.

Modestini treated some

of these scratches in 1959.

The slightly raised areas noted above (in raking light) have a very
small traction crackle pattern.

The most disfiguring areas of traction

crackle are seen in the red paint (the curtain which is in shadow behind the
woman in the bath and above the wet nurse's head, and the nurse's sleeves)
and the bluish-green paint (the nurse's drapery and the grapes).
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